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Two recent excesses in 2 leptons, ≥2 jets, ETmiss
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Figure 4: Fit results for the signal-plus-background hypothesis in comparison with the mea-
sured dilepton mass distributions, in the central (top) and forward (bottom) regions, projected
on the same-flavor (left) and opposite-flavor (right) event samples. The combined fit shape
is shown as a blue, solid line. The individual fit components are indicated by dashed lines.
The flavor-symmetric (FS) background is displayed with a black dashed line. The Drell–Yan
(DY) background is displayed with a red dashed line. The extracted signal component is
displayed with a green dashed line. The lower plots show the pull distributions, defined as
(Ndata − Nfit)/σdata.

CMS edge excess
JHEP 04 (2015) 124, (arXiv:1502.06031)

Two recent excesses in 2 leptons, ≥2 jets, ETmiss
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Figure 4: Fit results for the signal-plus-background hypothesis in comparison with the mea-
sured dilepton mass distributions, in the central (top) and forward (bottom) regions, projected
on the same-flavor (left) and opposite-flavor (right) event samples. The combined fit shape
is shown as a blue, solid line. The individual fit components are indicated by dashed lines.
The flavor-symmetric (FS) background is displayed with a black dashed line. The Drell–Yan
(DY) background is displayed with a red dashed line. The extracted signal component is
displayed with a green dashed line. The lower plots show the pull distributions, defined as
(Ndata − Nfit)/σdata.
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Figure 6: The dilepton mass (top) and Emiss
T (bottom) distributions for the electron (left) and muon (right) channel

in the on-Z SRs after having applied the requirement ∆φ(jet1,2, E
miss
T ) > 0.4. All uncertainties are included in the

hatched uncertainty band. Two example GGM (tan β = 1.5) signal models are overlaid. For the Emiss
T distributions,

the last bin contains the overflow. The backgrounds due to WZ, ZZ or rare top processes, as well as from fake
leptons, are included under “Other Backgrounds”. The negligible contribution from Z+jets is omitted from these
distributions.
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CMS edge excess ATLAS on-Z excess
JHEP 04 (2015) 124, (arXiv:1502.06031) Eur. Phys. J. C 75 (2015) 318 (arXiv: 1503.03290)

Two recent excesses in 2 leptons, ≥2 jets, ETmiss
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Figure 4: Fit results for the signal-plus-background hypothesis in comparison with the mea-
sured dilepton mass distributions, in the central (top) and forward (bottom) regions, projected
on the same-flavor (left) and opposite-flavor (right) event samples. The combined fit shape
is shown as a blue, solid line. The individual fit components are indicated by dashed lines.
The flavor-symmetric (FS) background is displayed with a black dashed line. The Drell–Yan
(DY) background is displayed with a red dashed line. The extracted signal component is
displayed with a green dashed line. The lower plots show the pull distributions, defined as
(Ndata − Nfit)/σdata.
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Figure 6: The dilepton mass (top) and Emiss
T (bottom) distributions for the electron (left) and muon (right) channel

in the on-Z SRs after having applied the requirement ∆φ(jet1,2, E
miss
T ) > 0.4. All uncertainties are included in the

hatched uncertainty band. Two example GGM (tan β = 1.5) signal models are overlaid. For the Emiss
T distributions,

the last bin contains the overflow. The backgrounds due to WZ, ZZ or rare top processes, as well as from fake
leptons, are included under “Other Backgrounds”. The negligible contribution from Z+jets is omitted from these
distributions.
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CMS edge excess ATLAS on-Z excess
JHEP 04 (2015) 124, (arXiv:1502.06031) Eur. Phys. J. C 75 (2015) 318 (arXiv: 1503.03290)

• Different regions of dilepton invariant mass
• Important differences in event selection

Two recent excesses in 2 leptons, ≥2 jets, ETmiss
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CMS edge excess
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CMS edge excess

• 8 TeV, 19.4 fb-1

• 2 OSSF leptons
• pT > 20 GeV
• |η| < 1.4 ("central") or 1.6 < |η| < 2.4 ("forward")

• ≥2 jets, ETmiss > 150 GeV or ≥3 jets, ETmiss > 100 GeV

• Jets
• pT > 40 GeV
• |η| < 3.0
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CMS edge excess

• Data analysed in two ways

• Fit signal + bkg shape to dilepton mass spectrum
• 2.4 sigma excess
• Edge at mll = 78.7 ± 1.4 GeV

11
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Figure 4: Fit results for the signal-plus-background hypothesis in comparison with the mea-
sured dilepton mass distributions, in the central (top) and forward (bottom) regions, projected
on the same-flavor (left) and opposite-flavor (right) event samples. The combined fit shape
is shown as a blue, solid line. The individual fit components are indicated by dashed lines.
The flavor-symmetric (FS) background is displayed with a black dashed line. The Drell–Yan
(DY) background is displayed with a red dashed line. The extracted signal component is
displayed with a green dashed line. The lower plots show the pull distributions, defined as
(Ndata − Nfit)/σdata.
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CMS edge excess

• Data analysed in two ways

• Event count in three regions of dilepton mass
• 2.6 sigma excess in 20 < mll < 70 GeV
• 130 ± 49 excess events

11
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Figure 4: Fit results for the signal-plus-background hypothesis in comparison with the mea-
sured dilepton mass distributions, in the central (top) and forward (bottom) regions, projected
on the same-flavor (left) and opposite-flavor (right) event samples. The combined fit shape
is shown as a blue, solid line. The individual fit components are indicated by dashed lines.
The flavor-symmetric (FS) background is displayed with a black dashed line. The Drell–Yan
(DY) background is displayed with a red dashed line. The extracted signal component is
displayed with a green dashed line. The lower plots show the pull distributions, defined as
(Ndata − Nfit)/σdata.

12 7 Results

a profile likelihood asymptotic approximation [34]. The local significance of the excess in the
central low-mass region, where the largest deviation is found, is 2.6 standard deviations. Note
that the signal regions were defined before the data sample was examined, and that the low-
mass region (20 < m!! < 70 GeV) does not include events between 70 GeV and the best-fit value
for the location of the edge (m!! = 78.7 GeV). The flavor of the !+!− pair was studied in the
counting experiment. Within the statistical uncertainty and accounting for differences in the
reconstruction efficiencies, the electron and the muon channels are found to contribute evenly
to the excess. Further studies of the excess in the low-mass region do not yield evidence for a
neglected systematic term. The excess is observed predominantly in events with at least one
identified bottom quark jet (b jet) and diminishes if a veto on the presence of a b jet is applied.
To identify b jets, we use the CSV algorithm at the medium working point [35].

Figure 6 presents a comparison of the data and the SM simulation in the central region. Expecta-
tions for the fixed-edge bottom-squark pair-production scenario of Fig. 1 (left), with mass com-
binations (m!b,m!χ0

2
) = (225, 150) GeV, (350, 275) GeV, and (400, 150) GeV for the bottom squark

and !χ0
2 , are also shown. The first scenario presents the illustration of a model that can easily

be excluded, while the other two present examples of models that are consistent with our data.
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Figure 5: Comparison between the observed and estimated SM background dilepton mass
distributions in the (left) central and (right) forward regions, where the SM backgrounds are
evaluated from control samples (see text) rather than from a fit. The rightmost bins contain
the overflow. The vertical dashed lines denote the boundaries of the low-mass, on-Z, and high-
mass regions. The lower plots show the ratio of the data to the predicted background. The error
bars for both the main and lower plots include both statistical and systematic uncertainties.

The results from the dedicated on-Z counting experiment mentioned in Section 4 are presented
in Tables 4 and 5 for events with Njets ≥ 2 and Njets ≥ 3, respectively. The corresponding Emiss

T
distributions are shown in Fig. 7. The data are seen to agree with the SM predictions across the
full Emiss

T spectrum.

• Fit signal + bkg shape to dilepton mass spectrum
• 2.4 sigma excess
• Edge at mll = 78.7 ± 1.4 GeV
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SUSY interpretation of CMS edge
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• A kinematic edge is a textbook SUSY signal

decay chains. As an interpretation of the excess, CMS gave
three benchmark model points with an sbottom squark in
the cascade decay chain [1].2 They showed that the
predicted mmax

ll distribution was roughly in agreement with
data for two of their benchmarks but provided no scan of
the parameter space or other tests of the benchmarks.
Production from sbottoms was investigated further in [7].
Here, we shall instead interpret the excess in terms of the

production of squarks from the first two generations, and
provide a more comprehensive exploration of the interest-
ing parameter space in Sec. II. The null results of the
corresponding ATLAS search and strong direct constraints
on light flavored squarks from LHC searches for jets and
pT and no leptons will have an impact on the allowed
parameter space. In Sec. III we investigate whether the
interpretation of this CMS excess involving the golden
channel is consistent with these and other collider con-
straints. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. PARAMETER SPACE FITTING
THE CMS EXCESS

The edge in mll predicted by the ~χ02 decay chain is due to
kinematics: one finds [8], by energy-momentum conserva-
tion, that in the decay chain described above with an
on-shell slepton ~l, it has a maximum value

mmax
ll ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðm2

~χ0
2

−m2
~l
Þðm2

~l
−m2

~χ0
1

Þ

m2
~l

s

: ð1Þ

Thus, measurement of the edge leads to a constraint upon
the masses of the three SUSY particles involved in the
decay.
We show the edge constraint on the masses coming from

the central value inferred from CMS data in Fig. 3. From
the endpoint constraint alone the hypersurface will extend
to infinite masses, while from below it only bounds the
mass of ~χ02. The errors on the CMS fit to the edge are so
small that varying mmax

ll within them would produce no
visible difference in the figure.
In our interpretation we follow the CMS counting

experiment analysis where two OSSF leptons are required
to have transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV and pseudor-
apidity jηj < 2.4, excluding the range 1.4 < jηj < 1.6
where electron and muon efficiencies differ greatly. Jets

are reconstructed by the anti-kT algorithm [9] using
FASTJET [10], with a jet radius parameter of R ¼ 0.5,
and are required to have pT > 40 GeV and lie within
jηj < 3.0. A combination of two jets and missing transverse
momentum pT > 150 GeV, or three or more jets and
pT > 100 GeV, is required in the events. For dilepton
invariant masses in the range 20 GeV < mll < 70 GeV the
total CMS background estimate is 730$ 40 events for
central production (both leptons within jηj < 1.4), whereas
860 OSSF were observed, corresponding to a 2.6σ
deviation. The deviation of 130þ48

−49 events constrains the
MSSM parameter space.
For given m~χ0

1
and m~χ0

2
masses and the measured mmax

ll ,
there are at most two possible positive real solutions of
Eq. (1) for m~l. In the rest of this work we shall pick m~l and
either m~χ0

1
or m~χ0

2
by changing an input parameter, then

impose Eq. (1) by solving it for the other neutralino mass.
Then, the overall interpreted signal rate gives the mass for
the squarks: the heavier they are, the smaller the production
cross section and the smaller the rate.
We shall use a bottom-up prescription in order to fit the

CMS excess, setting MSSM particles that are irrelevant for
the signal to be heavy. We use as free parameters the wino
soft-massM2, a common first and second generation3 right-
handed soft-mass m~lR

, solving for the correct value of the

FIG. 2. Feynman diagram for the golden cascade decay.

FIG. 3 (color online). Constraint on SUSY particle masses
involved in the ~χ02 decay coming from the central value
mmax

ll ¼ 78.7 GeV.

2In this chain, the ~χ02 decays through an off-shell Z, which does
not predict an exact triangular dilepton distribution [5,6].

3CMS did not release a flavor decomposition of the events.
Given more statistics, this can be used to infer a possible smuon-
selectron mass splitting [11].

BEN ALLANACH, ANDERS KVELLESTAD, AND ARE RAKLEV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 91, 115022 (2015)

115022-2
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• A kinematic edge is a textbook SUSY signal

decay chains. As an interpretation of the excess, CMS gave
three benchmark model points with an sbottom squark in
the cascade decay chain [1].2 They showed that the
predicted mmax
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experiment analysis where two OSSF leptons are required
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apidity jηj < 2.4, excluding the range 1.4 < jηj < 1.6
where electron and muon efficiencies differ greatly. Jets

are reconstructed by the anti-kT algorithm [9] using
FASTJET [10], with a jet radius parameter of R ¼ 0.5,
and are required to have pT > 40 GeV and lie within
jηj < 3.0. A combination of two jets and missing transverse
momentum pT > 150 GeV, or three or more jets and
pT > 100 GeV, is required in the events. For dilepton
invariant masses in the range 20 GeV < mll < 70 GeV the
total CMS background estimate is 730$ 40 events for
central production (both leptons within jηj < 1.4), whereas
860 OSSF were observed, corresponding to a 2.6σ
deviation. The deviation of 130þ48

−49 events constrains the
MSSM parameter space.
For given m~χ0

1
and m~χ0

2
masses and the measured mmax

ll ,
there are at most two possible positive real solutions of
Eq. (1) for m~l. In the rest of this work we shall pick m~l and
either m~χ0

1
or m~χ0

2
by changing an input parameter, then

impose Eq. (1) by solving it for the other neutralino mass.
Then, the overall interpreted signal rate gives the mass for
the squarks: the heavier they are, the smaller the production
cross section and the smaller the rate.
We shall use a bottom-up prescription in order to fit the

CMS excess, setting MSSM particles that are irrelevant for
the signal to be heavy. We use as free parameters the wino
soft-massM2, a common first and second generation3 right-
handed soft-mass m~lR

, solving for the correct value of the

FIG. 2. Feynman diagram for the golden cascade decay.

FIG. 3 (color online). Constraint on SUSY particle masses
involved in the ~χ02 decay coming from the central value
mmax

ll ¼ 78.7 GeV.

2In this chain, the ~χ02 decays through an off-shell Z, which does
not predict an exact triangular dilepton distribution [5,6].

3CMS did not release a flavor decomposition of the events.
Given more statistics, this can be used to infer a possible smuon-
selectron mass splitting [11].
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• Four free parameters: M1, M2, msq, msl,R

• Constraints from CMS analysis: edge position and signal yield

• Use edge position to fix M1

• Determine msq to get desired signal yield 
(simulate CMS search)

• msl,L = 2msl,R,  mgluino = 1.6 TeV,  other massses at 3.5 TeV 

decay chains. As an interpretation of the excess, CMS gave
three benchmark model points with an sbottom squark in
the cascade decay chain [1].2 They showed that the
predicted mmax

ll distribution was roughly in agreement with
data for two of their benchmarks but provided no scan of
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II. PARAMETER SPACE FITTING
THE CMS EXCESS
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−m2
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Þðm2

~l
−m2

~χ0
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Þ

m2
~l

s

: ð1Þ
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where electron and muon efficiencies differ greatly. Jets

are reconstructed by the anti-kT algorithm [9] using
FASTJET [10], with a jet radius parameter of R ¼ 0.5,
and are required to have pT > 40 GeV and lie within
jηj < 3.0. A combination of two jets and missing transverse
momentum pT > 150 GeV, or three or more jets and
pT > 100 GeV, is required in the events. For dilepton
invariant masses in the range 20 GeV < mll < 70 GeV the
total CMS background estimate is 730$ 40 events for
central production (both leptons within jηj < 1.4), whereas
860 OSSF were observed, corresponding to a 2.6σ
deviation. The deviation of 130þ48
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MSSM parameter space.
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masses and the measured mmax
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there are at most two possible positive real solutions of
Eq. (1) for m~l. In the rest of this work we shall pick m~l and
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1
or m~χ0

2
by changing an input parameter, then

impose Eq. (1) by solving it for the other neutralino mass.
Then, the overall interpreted signal rate gives the mass for
the squarks: the heavier they are, the smaller the production
cross section and the smaller the rate.
We shall use a bottom-up prescription in order to fit the

CMS excess, setting MSSM particles that are irrelevant for
the signal to be heavy. We use as free parameters the wino
soft-massM2, a common first and second generation3 right-
handed soft-mass m~lR

, solving for the correct value of the

FIG. 2. Feynman diagram for the golden cascade decay.

FIG. 3 (color online). Constraint on SUSY particle masses
involved in the ~χ02 decay coming from the central value
mmax

ll ¼ 78.7 GeV.

2In this chain, the ~χ02 decays through an off-shell Z, which does
not predict an exact triangular dilepton distribution [5,6].

3CMS did not release a flavor decomposition of the events.
Given more statistics, this can be used to infer a possible smuon-
selectron mass splitting [11].
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Results for CMS edge

Δm ¼ M2 −m~lR
, m ~qðMSUSYÞ input parameter space that

correspond to a given number of CMS lljjpT signal region
events. Convergence here is defined as the input squark
mass changing by less than 10 GeV between the previous
iteration and the present.
The predicted mll distribution of an example point that

fits the inferred edge along with the rate is shown in Fig. 1.
It is consistent with the CMS lljjpT data. However, we
shall eventually show that a combination of constraints will
rule out the golden channel interpretation of the excess to
95% C.L. In order to make this interpretation robust, we
wish to show that even CMS lljjpT signal rates at the 95%
lower boundary are excluded: higher signal rates would
result from higher production cross sections, i.e., lower
squark masses, but this would then produce higher rates for
the other searches, disfavoring the golden channel inter-
pretation even more. Profiling over Gaussian background
uncertainties, the observation of 860 events in the signal
region over a background of 730$ 40 yields a 95% C.L.
lower limit of 34 signal events. We will therefore find the
parameter space corresponding to this number of predicted
signal events.
In Fig. 6 we show the region of input parameter space

that fits the CMS lljjpT signal rates at the 95% lower
boundary. Wherever a colored point is plotted, there is a
viable solution. Blank regions of the plot either require
squark masses that are below 500 GeV in order to get high
enough signal rates, or do not contribute to the signal
because decays do not give the required topology. For
Δm < 0, the LSP is wino-dominated, whereas for Δm > 0,
it is bino-dominated. We see that the two signs of Δm are
separated by a region where the resulting leptons tend to be
too soft to give appreciable signal rates. The color of the

point gives the physical average light squark mass by
reference to the color bar on the right-hand side. Squark
masses up to 1200 GeV are predicted, depending upon
parameters. We have divided the parameter space up into
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FIG. 6 (color online). Constraints on golden channel parameter
space from the CMS lljjpT search over the input parameter plane
m~lðMSUSYÞ andΔm ¼ M2ðMSUSYÞ −m~lðMSUSYÞ. A colored box
indicates a point that fits the 95% C.L. lower limit of the inferred
value of CMS lljjpT signal rate and is also consistent with
CMS’s edge inference.

TABLE I. Main relevant decay modes of each connected region
in Fig. 6.

Region Mode

A ~qL → q~χ02 → q~lLl → qlþl− ~χ01
~qR → q~χ01

B ~qL → q~χ02 → q~lRl → qlþl− ~χ01
~qR → q~χ01

C ~qR → q~χ02 → q~lRl → qlþl− ~χ01
~qL → q~χ01
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FIG. 7 (color online). Constraints on golden channel parameter
space from the CMS lljjpT search over the plane of pole masses
of the second-lightest neutralino and the right-handed slepton. A
colored box indicates a point that fits the 95% C.L. lower limit of
the inferred value of CMS lljjpT signal rate and is also consistent
with CMS’s edge inference. The squark mass (upper panel) or
lightest neutralino mass (lower panel) is given by reference to the
scale on the right-hand side. Above the black line, the golden
channel is kinematically inaccessible.
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Δm ¼ M2 −m~lR
, m ~qðMSUSYÞ input parameter space that

correspond to a given number of CMS lljjpT signal region
events. Convergence here is defined as the input squark
mass changing by less than 10 GeV between the previous
iteration and the present.
The predicted mll distribution of an example point that

fits the inferred edge along with the rate is shown in Fig. 1.
It is consistent with the CMS lljjpT data. However, we
shall eventually show that a combination of constraints will
rule out the golden channel interpretation of the excess to
95% C.L. In order to make this interpretation robust, we
wish to show that even CMS lljjpT signal rates at the 95%
lower boundary are excluded: higher signal rates would
result from higher production cross sections, i.e., lower
squark masses, but this would then produce higher rates for
the other searches, disfavoring the golden channel inter-
pretation even more. Profiling over Gaussian background
uncertainties, the observation of 860 events in the signal
region over a background of 730$ 40 yields a 95% C.L.
lower limit of 34 signal events. We will therefore find the
parameter space corresponding to this number of predicted
signal events.
In Fig. 6 we show the region of input parameter space

that fits the CMS lljjpT signal rates at the 95% lower
boundary. Wherever a colored point is plotted, there is a
viable solution. Blank regions of the plot either require
squark masses that are below 500 GeV in order to get high
enough signal rates, or do not contribute to the signal
because decays do not give the required topology. For
Δm < 0, the LSP is wino-dominated, whereas for Δm > 0,
it is bino-dominated. We see that the two signs of Δm are
separated by a region where the resulting leptons tend to be
too soft to give appreciable signal rates. The color of the

point gives the physical average light squark mass by
reference to the color bar on the right-hand side. Squark
masses up to 1200 GeV are predicted, depending upon
parameters. We have divided the parameter space up into
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FIG. 6 (color online). Constraints on golden channel parameter
space from the CMS lljjpT search over the input parameter plane
m~lðMSUSYÞ andΔm ¼ M2ðMSUSYÞ −m~lðMSUSYÞ. A colored box
indicates a point that fits the 95% C.L. lower limit of the inferred
value of CMS lljjpT signal rate and is also consistent with
CMS’s edge inference.

TABLE I. Main relevant decay modes of each connected region
in Fig. 6.

Region Mode

A ~qL → q~χ02 → q~lLl → qlþl− ~χ01
~qR → q~χ01

B ~qL → q~χ02 → q~lRl → qlþl− ~χ01
~qR → q~χ01

C ~qR → q~χ02 → q~lRl → qlþl− ~χ01
~qL → q~χ01
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FIG. 7 (color online). Constraints on golden channel parameter
space from the CMS lljjpT search over the plane of pole masses
of the second-lightest neutralino and the right-handed slepton. A
colored box indicates a point that fits the 95% C.L. lower limit of
the inferred value of CMS lljjpT signal rate and is also consistent
with CMS’s edge inference. The squark mass (upper panel) or
lightest neutralino mass (lower panel) is given by reference to the
scale on the right-hand side. Above the black line, the golden
channel is kinematically inaccessible.
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Results for CMS edge - constraints from other searches
three connected regions: A, B, and C as shown on the
figure. We show the main decay modes relevant to the
golden channel for each region in Table I.
The location of region A, and in particular the slope

dividing it from region B, of course depends on the
relationship m~lL

¼ 2m~lR
that we have fixed. However,

the exact value of that slope will have little effect on the
following discussion as long as m~lL

> m~lR
. In region C,

where Δm < 0, the LSP is wino-dominated and so there is
a sizable branching fraction for squarks to decay via the
lightest charginos instead.
Figure 7 displays the same points plotted as functions of

the physical masses of the second-lightest neutralinos
and the right-handed sleptons. In the upper panel, we
display the physical squark mass that fits the 95% C.L.
lower inferred rate and in the lower panel, the lightest
neutralino mass as inferred from the edge constraint in
Eq. (1). There is an upper bound on slepton masses m~lR

<
1000 GeV implied by the fit. This is because in order to get
a sizable decay rate for the golden cascade, we require the
mass ordering m ~q > m~χ0

2
> m~lR

> m~χ0
1
and for such high

m ~q, it is no longer possible to get a large enough signal
event rate. m~χ0

1
is highly correlated with m~lR

in order to get
the central inferred mmax

ll value, and lies in the range
50–800 GeV. In the upper panel, we label where the regions
A, B, or C are mapped to on the physical mass plane. In fact,
region C is mapped to a small region close to the “no golden
channel line” on top of region B in the physical mass plane
where ~χ02 and ~lR are virtually degenerate.

III. CONSTRAINTS FROM OTHER SEARCHES

Both ATLAS [18] and CMS [19] have searched in the
jets and pT channel. Neither experiment observed a
significant excess, and the exclusions from each are rather
similar. Here, we constrain our parameter space with an
ATLAS search at 8 TeV in 20.3 fb−1 of integrated lumi-
nosity [18] in the “3j” signal region. This signal region is
chosen to be efficient for the type of events with a low
number of high-pT jets expected from the topologies in
Table I.
Any events with isolated muons or electrons are vetoed,

and ATLAS requires pT > 160 GeV, and the three hardest
anti-kT jets with jηj < 2.5 and R ¼ 0.4 to have at least 130,
60, and 60 GeV, respectively. Their azimuthal angle must
differ from that of the reconstructed pT by Δϕ > 0.4.
Defining the effective massmeff as the scalar sum of pT and
the pT of the hardest three jets, the cuts pT=meff > 0.3 and
meff > 2200 are also imposed. ATLAS observed 7 events
on a background of 5.0" 1.2, from which they deduce an
upper bound of 8.2 signal events to 95% C.L. We impose
this constraint upon our expected signal yields, having
checked that our implementation of the analysis is con-
sistent with ATLAS results in terms of cut-flow.

Figure 8 shows that a large fraction of otherwise viable
parameter space is excluded by the jets plus pT constraint,
but that a portion of parameter space with m~l > 400 GeV
survives the constraint, despite having squark masses as
low as 750 GeV. The potency of the jets plus pT search is
reduced by the large leptonic branching ratio in this region
of the plot, and lower signal rates due to the fact that we
have set the gluino mass to be rather high at 1.6 TeV.6

Since CMS published its 2.6σ excess, ATLAS has
checked a similar signal region, which they call the “off-
Z” region, demanding two isolated same flavor leptons
with pT > 25, 20 GeV, respectively, 20 < mll < 70 GeV,
and at least two jets with pT > 35 GeV and pseudorapidity
jηj < 2.5 [3]. For two anti-kT jets of distance parameter
R ¼ 0.4, ATLAS requires pT > 150 GeV and for three or
more, pT > 100 GeV. ATLAS observed 1133 events in
this (“SR-loose same-flavor combined”) signal region on
an estimated background of 1190" 40" 70, where the
first quoted uncertainty is statistical and the second is
systematic. Combining the two uncertainties in quadrature
and profiling over an assumed Gaussian background
expectation, we derive a 95% C.L. upper limit on the
number of signal events in this signal region of 125.0.
Because the ATLAS cuts are slightly different to those of

CMS, we must perform simulations in order to determine
the ATLAS cut efficiencies and see whether the upper limit
on the number of signal events constrains the parameter
space significantly. Again our implementation of the
analysis has been validated against ATLAS results.
Figure 9 shows that the ATLAS search does constrain
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FIG. 8 (color online). Constraints on golden channel parameter
space from the ATLAS jets plus pT search. The squark mass
consistent with the 95% C.L. lower bound on the CMS lljjpT
signal is given by reference to the scale on the right-hand side.
Points colored green are excluded by an ATLAS pT plus jets
search at the 95% C.L.

6Feynman diagrams with gluinos in the t channel contribute to
disquark production.
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the part of golden-channel parameter space that fits the
CMS lljjpT analysis to 95% C.L., but that there is still
plenty of viable parameter space left. Most of the viable
parameter space ruled out by the ATLAS off-Z search is
also already ruled out by the jets plus pT search.
Since we have chosen the parameters of our signal model

to yield high branching ratios of squarks to dileptons plus
pT , there is the possibility of both squarks decaying via the
dileptonic cascade. This then may predict a nonzero signal
rate for four-lepton pT channels, which must be checked
against experimental searches. CMS [20] placed bounds
upon such channels by requiring at least two OSSF lepton
pairs, pT > 100 GeV, and that neither pair is likely to come
from a Z-boson, i.e., neither has 75 < mll=GeV < 105.
The sample is split into a high energy region where the total
scalar sum of visible transverse momenta, HT > 200 GeV
and a low energy region where HT < 200 GeV.
The most constraining signal region expected for our

hypothesized signal is the high energy region with zero b or
τ tags in addition. In the high energy region, CMS observed
zero events on a SM background expectation of
0.01! 0.01. We deduce a 95% C.L. upper bound on a
putative signal contribution of 3.0. If a model point predicts
an expected signal rate of larger than 3.0 events, we
consider the point to be ruled out by these four-lepton
searches. The resulting constraints on the viable parameter
space are shown in Fig. 10. We see that the four-lepton
search places strong constraints upon the model, ruling
out nearly all of the remaining parameter space of the
model except for a thin sliver at Δm ≈ 120 GeV
and 0.4 < m~l=TeV < 0.6. This small remaining sliver is
where the branching ratio of the golden channel decay

BRð ~qL → χ02q → ~l!Rl∓q → χ01l
þl−qÞ is less than around

6%, resulting in lower four-lepton signal rates.
The most relevant other search to our golden channel

interpretation of the CMS excess is one by ATLAS for
direct stop pair production in final states with two leptons.7

ATLAS searched in 20.3 fb−1 of integrated luminosity of
8 TeV pp collisions, in channels with exactly two oppo-
sitely charged leptons with pT > 25, 20 GeV, respectively,
and mll > 20 GeV. In the most sensitive signal region
(L110), at least two anti-kT jets of distance parameter 0.4
were required to have pT > 100, 50 GeV, respectively. Cuts
on the stranverse mass variable [22] mT2 > 110 GeV, the
azimuthal angle between the jets and the pT vector,
Δϕj > 1.0, and the azimuthal angle between the pT

and pT ¼ pT þ pTðl1Þ þ pTðl2Þ, Δϕl < 1.5, were also
employed in order to increase the expected sensitivity over
backgrounds.
ATLAS observed 3 events on a background of 5.2! 2.2,

which they calculate corresponds to a 95% C.L. upper
bound on a putative beyond the Standard Model contri-
bution of 5.6 events. We show the effect on our parameter
space in Fig. 11. Seven points are left after applying this
constraint, each of which is excluded by the ATLAS jets
plus pT search.
As a check of the robustness of this result we have

varied other parameters than the ones shown as axes in
our figures one by one: we have increased the gluino mass
to 2 TeV, we have changed the slepton mass ratio
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FIG. 9 (color online). Constraints on golden channel parameter
space from the ATLAS lljjpT on-Z search. The squark mass
consistent with the 95% C.L. lower bound on the CMS lljjpT
signal is given by reference to the scale on the right-hand side.
Magenta points are ruled out by the ATLAS search at the
95% C.L., whereas those colored green are ruled out by ATLAS
pT plus jets searches at the 95% C.L.
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FIG. 10 (color online). Constraints on golden channel param-
eter space from the CMS 4lpT search. The squark mass consistent
with the 95% C.L. lower bound on the CMS lljjpT signal is
given by reference to the scale on the right-hand side. Light gray
points are ruled out by the CMS 4-lepton search at the 95% C.L.,
whereas those colored green are ruled out by ATLAS jets pT
searches, at the 95% C.L.

7The strong effect of this search was first pointed out by the
authors of [21]. We include it here for completeness following a
revision of our original preprint.
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the part of golden-channel parameter space that fits the
CMS lljjpT analysis to 95% C.L., but that there is still
plenty of viable parameter space left. Most of the viable
parameter space ruled out by the ATLAS off-Z search is
also already ruled out by the jets plus pT search.
Since we have chosen the parameters of our signal model

to yield high branching ratios of squarks to dileptons plus
pT , there is the possibility of both squarks decaying via the
dileptonic cascade. This then may predict a nonzero signal
rate for four-lepton pT channels, which must be checked
against experimental searches. CMS [20] placed bounds
upon such channels by requiring at least two OSSF lepton
pairs, pT > 100 GeV, and that neither pair is likely to come
from a Z-boson, i.e., neither has 75 < mll=GeV < 105.
The sample is split into a high energy region where the total
scalar sum of visible transverse momenta, HT > 200 GeV
and a low energy region where HT < 200 GeV.
The most constraining signal region expected for our

hypothesized signal is the high energy region with zero b or
τ tags in addition. In the high energy region, CMS observed
zero events on a SM background expectation of
0.01! 0.01. We deduce a 95% C.L. upper bound on a
putative signal contribution of 3.0. If a model point predicts
an expected signal rate of larger than 3.0 events, we
consider the point to be ruled out by these four-lepton
searches. The resulting constraints on the viable parameter
space are shown in Fig. 10. We see that the four-lepton
search places strong constraints upon the model, ruling
out nearly all of the remaining parameter space of the
model except for a thin sliver at Δm ≈ 120 GeV
and 0.4 < m~l=TeV < 0.6. This small remaining sliver is
where the branching ratio of the golden channel decay

BRð ~qL → χ02q → ~l!Rl∓q → χ01l
þl−qÞ is less than around

6%, resulting in lower four-lepton signal rates.
The most relevant other search to our golden channel

interpretation of the CMS excess is one by ATLAS for
direct stop pair production in final states with two leptons.7

ATLAS searched in 20.3 fb−1 of integrated luminosity of
8 TeV pp collisions, in channels with exactly two oppo-
sitely charged leptons with pT > 25, 20 GeV, respectively,
and mll > 20 GeV. In the most sensitive signal region
(L110), at least two anti-kT jets of distance parameter 0.4
were required to have pT > 100, 50 GeV, respectively. Cuts
on the stranverse mass variable [22] mT2 > 110 GeV, the
azimuthal angle between the jets and the pT vector,
Δϕj > 1.0, and the azimuthal angle between the pT

and pT ¼ pT þ pTðl1Þ þ pTðl2Þ, Δϕl < 1.5, were also
employed in order to increase the expected sensitivity over
backgrounds.
ATLAS observed 3 events on a background of 5.2! 2.2,

which they calculate corresponds to a 95% C.L. upper
bound on a putative beyond the Standard Model contri-
bution of 5.6 events. We show the effect on our parameter
space in Fig. 11. Seven points are left after applying this
constraint, each of which is excluded by the ATLAS jets
plus pT search.
As a check of the robustness of this result we have

varied other parameters than the ones shown as axes in
our figures one by one: we have increased the gluino mass
to 2 TeV, we have changed the slepton mass ratio
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FIG. 9 (color online). Constraints on golden channel parameter
space from the ATLAS lljjpT on-Z search. The squark mass
consistent with the 95% C.L. lower bound on the CMS lljjpT
signal is given by reference to the scale on the right-hand side.
Magenta points are ruled out by the ATLAS search at the
95% C.L., whereas those colored green are ruled out by ATLAS
pT plus jets searches at the 95% C.L.
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FIG. 10 (color online). Constraints on golden channel param-
eter space from the CMS 4lpT search. The squark mass consistent
with the 95% C.L. lower bound on the CMS lljjpT signal is
given by reference to the scale on the right-hand side. Light gray
points are ruled out by the CMS 4-lepton search at the 95% C.L.,
whereas those colored green are ruled out by ATLAS jets pT
searches, at the 95% C.L.

7The strong effect of this search was first pointed out by the
authors of [21]. We include it here for completeness following a
revision of our original preprint.
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m~lL
ðMSUSYÞ=m~lR

ðMSUSYÞ¼1.5, 2.5, completely decoupled
the left-handed slepton m~lL

ðMSUSYÞ ¼ 1 TeV, and split
the squark massesm ~qRðMSUSYÞ ¼ m ~qðMSUSYÞ þ 200 GeV
andm ~qLðMSUSYÞ ¼ m ~qðMSUSYÞ þ 200 GeV. However, the
results are very similar to those shown above and the
conclusion is identical in each case: the search for jets plus
pT and the stop pair search rule out the whole of the

parameter space that is consistent at 95% C.L. with the
CMS jjllpT excess.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have shown that a golden cascade
interpretation of the CMS excess in lljjpT events is
apparently viable in its own terms. A recent ATLAS search
using similar cuts leaves a sizable portion of parameter
space consistent with the lljjpT excess at the 95% C.L.
However, the interpretation is in tension with other sparticle
searches. In particular, the combination of ATLAS searches
for jets plus pT , an ATLAS distop search involving two
leptons, and a CMS four-leptons plus pT search has no
overlap at the 95% C.L. with the CMS excess.
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ATLAS jets + ETmiss (1405.7875) ATLAS off-Z (1503.03290)

CMS 4-lepton (1404.5801) ATLAS stop (1403.4853)
Very constraining! (Grothaus et al., 1502.05712)
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Results for CMS edge - summary

• "Golden cascade" interpretation of CMS edge in conflict 
with several other searches

• Conclusion robust against changes in parameter assumptions

• Other work on CMS dilepton edge (SUSY only):
• Huang, Wagner (1410.4998)
• Grothaus, Liew, Sakurai (1502.05712)
• Dutta et al. (1506.04336)
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ATLAS on-Z excess
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ATLAS on-Z excess

• 8 TeV, 20.3 fb-1

• 2 OSSF leptons
• pT > 25, 10 GeV
• 81 < mll < 101 GeV

• ETmiss > 225 GeV

• ≥2 jets
• pT > 35 GeV
• |η| < 2.5

• HT > 600 GeV (jets + leptons) - no such cut in the CMS search 
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ATLAS on-Z excess
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Figure 6: The dilepton mass (top) and Emiss
T (bottom) distributions for the electron (left) and muon (right) channel

in the on-Z SRs after having applied the requirement ∆φ(jet1,2, E
miss
T ) > 0.4. All uncertainties are included in the

hatched uncertainty band. Two example GGM (tan β = 1.5) signal models are overlaid. For the Emiss
T distributions,

the last bin contains the overflow. The backgrounds due to WZ, ZZ or rare top processes, as well as from fake
leptons, are included under “Other Backgrounds”. The negligible contribution from Z+jets is omitted from these
distributions.
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8. Results

For the on-Z search, the resulting background estimates in the signal regions, along with the observed
event yields, are displayed in Table 7. The dominant backgrounds are those due to flavour-symmetric
and WZ and ZZ diboson processes. In the electron and muon channel combined, 10.6 ± 3.2 events are
expected and 29 are observed. For each of these regions, a local probability for the background estimate
to produce a fluctuation greater than or equal to the excess observed in the data is calculated using pseudo-
experiments. When expressed in terms of the number of standard deviations, this value is referred to as
the local significance, or simply the significance. These significances are quantified in the last column
of Table 11 and correspond to a 1.7σ deviation in the muon channel and a 3.0σ deviation in the electron
channel, with the combined significance, calculated from the sum of the background predictions and
observed yields in the muon and electron channels, being 3.0σ. The uncertainties on the background
predictions in the ee and µµ channels are correlated as they are dominated by the statistical uncertainty
of the eµ data sample that is used to derive the flavour-symmetric background in both channels. Since
this sample is common to both channels, the relative statistical error on the flavour-symmetric background
estimation does not decrease when combining the ee and µµ channels. No excess was reported in the
CMS analysis of the Z + jets + Emiss

T final state based on
√

s = 8 TeV data [24]; however, the kinematic
requirements used in that search differ from those used in this paper.

Channel SR-Z ee SR-Z µµ SR-Z same-flavour
combined

Observed events 16 13 29

Expected background events 4.2 ± 1.6 6.4 ± 2.2 10.6 ± 3.2

Flavour-symmetric backgrounds 2.8 ± 1.4 3.3 ± 1.6 6.0 ± 2.6
Z/γ∗ + jets (jet-smearing) 0.05 ± 0.04 0.02+0.03

−0.02 0.07 ± 0.05
Rare top 0.18 ± 0.06 0.17 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.12
WZ/ZZ diboson 1.2 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 1.0
Fake leptons 0.1+0.7

−0.1 1.2+1.3
−1.2 1.3+1.7

−1.3

Table 7: Results in the on-Z SRs (SR-Z). The flavour symmetric, Z/γ∗ + jets and fake-lepton background compon-
ents are all derived using data-driven estimates described in the text. All other backgrounds are taken from MC
simulation. The displayed uncertainties include the statistical and systematic uncertainty components combined.

Dilepton invariant mass and Emiss
T distributions in the electron and muon on-Z SR are shown in Fig. 6,

with HT and jet multiplicity being shown in Fig. 7. For the SR selection a requirement is imposed to reject
events with ∆φ(jet1,2, E

miss
T ) < 0.4 to further suppress the background from Z/γ∗ + jets processes with

mismeasured jets.

In Fig. 8, the distribution of events in the on-Z SR as a function of ∆φ(jet1,2, E
miss
T ) (before this requirement

is applied) is shown. In these figures the shapes of the flavour-symmetric and Z/γ∗ + jets backgrounds are
derived using MC simulation and the normalisation is taken according to the data driven estimate.

For the off-Z search, the dilepton mass distributions in the five SRs are presented in Figs. 9 and 10,

23

• Observed: 29 events

• Expected: 10.6 ± 3.2 events

• 3.0 sigma excess

at µ = 120 GeV, where it is 2 mm, decreasing to cτNLSP < 0.1 mm for µ ≥ 150 GeV. The finite NLSP
lifetime is taken into account in the MC signal acceptance and efficiency determination.

All simplified models are produced using MadGraph5 1.3.33 with the CTEQ6L1 PDF set, interfaced with
Pythia 6.426. The scale parameter for MLM matching [51] is set at a quarter of the mass of the lightest
strongly produced sparticle in the matrix element. The SUSY mass spectra, gluino branching fractions and
the gluino decay width for the GGM scenarios are calculated using Suspect 2.41 [52] and Sdecay 1.3 [53].
The GGM signal samples are generated using Pythia 6.423 with the MRST2007 LO∗ [54] PDF set. The
underlying event is modelled using the AUET2 tune for all signal samples. Signals are normalised to
cross sections calculated at next-to-leading order (NLO) in αs, including the resummation of soft gluon
emission at next-to-leading-logarithmic accuracy (NLO+NLL) [55–59].

A full ATLAS detector simulation [60] using GEANT4 [61] is performed for most of the SM background
MC samples. The signal and remaining SM MC samples use a fast simulation [62], which employs a
combination of a parameterisation of the response of the ATLAS electromagnetic and hadronic calorimet-
ers and GEANT4. To simulate the effect of multiple pp interactions occurring during the same (in-time)
or a nearby (out-of-time) bunch-crossing, called pile-up, minimum-bias interactions are generated and
overlaid on top of the hard-scattering process. These are produced using Pythia8 with the A2 tune [63].
MC-to-data corrections are made to simulated samples to account for small differences in lepton identi-
fication and reconstruction efficiencies, and the efficiency and misidentification rate associated with the
algorithm used to distinguish jets containing b-hadrons.

Figure 1: Decay topologies for example signal processes. A simplified model involving gluino pair production, with
the gluinos following two-step decays via sleptons to neutralino LSPs is shown on the left. The diagram on the right
shows a GGM decay mode, where gluinos decay via neutralinos to gravitino LSPs.

4. Physics object identification and selection

Electron candidates are reconstructed using energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter matched
to ID tracks. Electrons used in this analysis are assigned either “baseline” or “signal” status. Baseline
electrons are required to have transverse energy ET > 10 GeV, satisfy the “medium” criteria described in
Ref. [64] and reside within |η| < 2.47 and not in the range 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. Signal electrons are further
required to be consistent with the primary vertex and isolated with respect to other objects in the event,

5

• Possible model: GGM SUSY
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SUSY interpretation of ATLAS on-Z excess

at µ = 120 GeV, where it is 2 mm, decreasing to cτNLSP < 0.1 mm for µ ≥ 150 GeV. The finite NLSP
lifetime is taken into account in the MC signal acceptance and efficiency determination.

All simplified models are produced using MadGraph5 1.3.33 with the CTEQ6L1 PDF set, interfaced with
Pythia 6.426. The scale parameter for MLM matching [51] is set at a quarter of the mass of the lightest
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the gluino decay width for the GGM scenarios are calculated using Suspect 2.41 [52] and Sdecay 1.3 [53].
The GGM signal samples are generated using Pythia 6.423 with the MRST2007 LO∗ [54] PDF set. The
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cross sections calculated at next-to-leading order (NLO) in αs, including the resummation of soft gluon
emission at next-to-leading-logarithmic accuracy (NLO+NLL) [55–59].
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combination of a parameterisation of the response of the ATLAS electromagnetic and hadronic calorimet-
ers and GEANT4. To simulate the effect of multiple pp interactions occurring during the same (in-time)
or a nearby (out-of-time) bunch-crossing, called pile-up, minimum-bias interactions are generated and
overlaid on top of the hard-scattering process. These are produced using Pythia8 with the A2 tune [63].
MC-to-data corrections are made to simulated samples to account for small differences in lepton identi-
fication and reconstruction efficiencies, and the efficiency and misidentification rate associated with the
algorithm used to distinguish jets containing b-hadrons.

Figure 1: Decay topologies for example signal processes. A simplified model involving gluino pair production, with
the gluinos following two-step decays via sleptons to neutralino LSPs is shown on the left. The diagram on the right
shows a GGM decay mode, where gluinos decay via neutralinos to gravitino LSPs.

4. Physics object identification and selection

Electron candidates are reconstructed using energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter matched
to ID tracks. Electrons used in this analysis are assigned either “baseline” or “signal” status. Baseline
electrons are required to have transverse energy ET > 10 GeV, satisfy the “medium” criteria described in
Ref. [64] and reside within |η| < 2.47 and not in the range 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. Signal electrons are further
required to be consistent with the primary vertex and isolated with respect to other objects in the event,

5
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SUSY interpretation of ATLAS on-Z excess

• Scan M3, μ for tan β = 1.5 and tan β = 30

• mGravitino ~ 0,  M1 = M2= 1.5 TeV,  other massses at 4.5 TeV

at µ = 120 GeV, where it is 2 mm, decreasing to cτNLSP < 0.1 mm for µ ≥ 150 GeV. The finite NLSP
lifetime is taken into account in the MC signal acceptance and efficiency determination.
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cross sections calculated at next-to-leading order (NLO) in αs, including the resummation of soft gluon
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A full ATLAS detector simulation [60] using GEANT4 [61] is performed for most of the SM background
MC samples. The signal and remaining SM MC samples use a fast simulation [62], which employs a
combination of a parameterisation of the response of the ATLAS electromagnetic and hadronic calorimet-
ers and GEANT4. To simulate the effect of multiple pp interactions occurring during the same (in-time)
or a nearby (out-of-time) bunch-crossing, called pile-up, minimum-bias interactions are generated and
overlaid on top of the hard-scattering process. These are produced using Pythia8 with the A2 tune [63].
MC-to-data corrections are made to simulated samples to account for small differences in lepton identi-
fication and reconstruction efficiencies, and the efficiency and misidentification rate associated with the
algorithm used to distinguish jets containing b-hadrons.

Figure 1: Decay topologies for example signal processes. A simplified model involving gluino pair production, with
the gluinos following two-step decays via sleptons to neutralino LSPs is shown on the left. The diagram on the right
shows a GGM decay mode, where gluinos decay via neutralinos to gravitino LSPs.

4. Physics object identification and selection

Electron candidates are reconstructed using energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter matched
to ID tracks. Electrons used in this analysis are assigned either “baseline” or “signal” status. Baseline
electrons are required to have transverse energy ET > 10 GeV, satisfy the “medium” criteria described in
Ref. [64] and reside within |η| < 2.47 and not in the range 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. Signal electrons are further
required to be consistent with the primary vertex and isolated with respect to other objects in the event,

5

• Higgsino neutralino

• ~100% BR to Z+G at small tan β, drops with increasing tan β  

• Three free parameters: M3, μ, tan β
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SUSY interpretation of ATLAS on-Z excess

• Details of gluino decay not important for 
ATLAS search (as long as jets are produced)
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Figure 1: Decay topologies for example signal processes. A simplified model involving gluino pair production, with
the gluinos following two-step decays via sleptons to neutralino LSPs is shown on the left. The diagram on the right
shows a GGM decay mode, where gluinos decay via neutralinos to gravitino LSPs.

4. Physics object identification and selection

Electron candidates are reconstructed using energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter matched
to ID tracks. Electrons used in this analysis are assigned either “baseline” or “signal” status. Baseline
electrons are required to have transverse energy ET > 10 GeV, satisfy the “medium” criteria described in
Ref. [64] and reside within |η| < 2.47 and not in the range 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. Signal electrons are further
required to be consistent with the primary vertex and isolated with respect to other objects in the event,
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• But important for other searches

• Higgsino neutralino: third generation 
squarks are preferred 

In order to explore a wider range of μ and M3

values without introducing such complications in the
phenomenology we adopt a simpler model with M1 ¼
M2 ¼ 1.5 TeV and sfermions completely decoupled at
m ~f ¼ 4.5 TeV, keeping in mind that lowering the squark
mass scale generally will lead to stronger bounds on the
model. The mass parameters are defined at a scale
of ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffim~t1m~t2

p ∼ 4.5 TeV.
The gravitino mass is given by the scale of SUSY

breaking, but must be very light for the NLSP to decay
promptly; we set it to be effectively zero for the collider
simulation. All results are presented for tan β ¼ 1.5 and
tan β ¼ 30. The choice of low tan β is made in order to
maximize the branching ratio ~χ01 → Z ~G, which is in
competition with ~χ01 → h ~G, and to a smaller extent
~χ01 → γ ~G. For low values of tan β, μ > 0 and a Higgsino
NLSP, this is approximately 100% [8–10]. Increasing tan β
will decrease the signal. The two values used thus explore
different parts of the parameter space.
The lightest Higgs mass is simply set to the experimen-

tally measured value of mh ¼ 125.09" 0.24 GeV [11] by
assuming extra operators in the Higgs sector, e.g. by using
dimension-5 operators as proposed in [12].
The relative squark masses (and to a smaller extent the

value of M1 and M2) determine the branching ratio of the
gluino decay into the various quark flavors. Since the NLSP
is dominantly Higgsino there will necessarily be large
branching ratios into third generation quarks. When these
are kinematically forbidden, the loop induced decays
~g → g~χ01;2 become important. Due to the importance of
decays involving third generation quarks, tan β also affects
the gluino branching ratios. Further complicating matters is
the existence of multiple Higgsinos at roughly the same
mass (~χ01, ~χ

0
2 and ~χ"1 ).

2 In Fig. 2 we show the branching
ratios of the gluino calculated using SUSYHIT 1.4 [15], as

a function of Δm ¼ m~g −m~χ0
1
for tan β ¼ 1.5 (solid lines)

and tan β ¼ 30 (dashed lines). The gluino mass is fixed at
m~g ¼ 900 GeV and the other parameters are as given
above.
We see that at least one top quark will be produced per

event on average even down to Δm ∼ 350 GeV, where the
proximity of the ~g → tbχ"1 threshold becomes important.
For tan β ¼ 30 we get a sizeable contribution from the
decays ~g → bb̄~χ01;2, reducing somewhat the production of
top quarks at highΔm. We find that loweringM1 and/orM2

down to the gluino mass changes little: there is a slight
increase in the first and second generation quark decays
versus the gluino loop decay below the tbχ"1 threshold, but
no significant impact above Δm ∼ 350 GeV. This ensures
the presence of a significant number of events with addi-
tional leptons from leptonic top decays, which we will see
have an impact on the allowed parameter space of the
model. The decays to first and second generation quarks are
heavily suppressed.
The ATLAS analysis assumed equal branching fractions

of ~g → qq~χ01 for q ¼ u; d; c; s, ignoring the heavy quark
decays. This simplifying assumption has relatively little
impact on their analysis and the bounds set because of the
focus on leptons from the Z-boson. However, the structure
of GGM predicts generic sum rules on the sfermion soft
masses [3],

m2
Q − 2m2

U þm2
D −m2

L þm2
E ¼ 0 ð1Þ

2m2
Q −m2

U −m2
D − 2m2

L þm2
E ¼ 0; ð2Þ

FIG. 1 (color online). Hypothesized GGM decay mode con-
tributing to the ATLAS excess.

FIG. 2 (color online). Branching ratios for the gluino as a
function of the gluino-neutralino mass difference with
tan β ¼ 1.5 (solid lines) tan β ¼ 30 (dashed lines). The gluino
mass is fixed at m~g ¼ 900 GeV. Some lines are not visible
because they are at very low values of the gluino branching
ratio.

2We note that a co-NLSP scenario is unlikely for Higgsinos.
This would require relatively small but negative M1 values and
large M2, see [13,14].
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Results for ATLAS on-Z excess

V. RESULTS

We show the 95% CL allowed region for the 3σ
ATLAS_onZ excess in Fig. 3 for tan β ¼ 1.5; 30 as the
lighter band. The 95% CLs excluded regions from the other
searches are overlaid, and for reference the two ATLAS
benchmark points at ðm~g; m~χ0

1
Þ ¼ ð700; 200Þ GeV and

(900,600) GeV, tan β ¼ 1.5, are indicated with white
diamond markers. It is clear from the figure that all points
explaining the ATLAS_onZ excess for either value of tan β
fall afoul of at least one of the other searches. Indeed,
CMS_onZ alone is already incompatible with the excess at
the 95% CLs level except for two small regions. One
region, around m~χ0

1
≈ 950 GeV, m~g ≈ 980 GeV which is

anyway well excluded by the ATLAS_jMET searches. The

other region, including the point m~χ0
1
¼ 190 GeV, m~g ¼

930 GeV is excluded by CMS_multilepton. When tan β is
changed, the exclusion contours move somewhat in gluino
and lightest neutralino mass, but the qualitative conclusions
remain unchanged.
Given the tension between the other searches and the

ATLAS_onZ excess, we now combine the CMS_onZ
exclusion with various other searches to see what the
combined data set predicts for the number of signal events
in the excess. The 95% CLs bound in the ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane

resulting from combining ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ is
shown in Fig. 4. Here the white contour depicts the limit
obtained for tan β ¼ 1.5, while the black contour is for
tan β ¼ 30. Also shown are the bounds given a 20%
systematic uncertainty on the cross section. The color
map shows the predicted number of signal events for the
ATLAS_onZ analysis in the scenario with tan β ¼ 1.5.
Since the squarks are decoupled from gluino production
here, the production cross section for the model is lower
than the original ATLAS scenario. Still, both ATLAS
benchmark points are excluded at the 95% confidence
level from the combination of ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ
alone. On the other hand, there are still some points left
allowed at the 95% CL that predict an ATLAS_onZ signal
rate of up to 13(12) for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ. These are within
the 95% CL signal rate region of 7.1–31.8 and so are still
compatible with the ATLAS_onZ signal at the 95% CL.
If we add on the contributions from ATLAS_stop_L100

and CMS_multilepton the resulting 95% CLs bound is

FIG. 3 (color online). The band in the ðm~χ0
1
; m~gÞ-plane preferred

by ATLAS_onZ at 95% CL (lighter region), compared to the
colored 95% CLs exclusion contours from CMS_onZ, ATLAS_-
stop_L100, CMS_multilepton and ATLAS_jMET for tan β ¼ 1.5
(top), tan β ¼ 30 (bottom). The ATLAS_stop_L100 exclusion
region boundary is shown as a dashed line. Two ATLAS
benchmark points are indicated with white diamond markers.

FIG. 4 (color online). The 95% CLs exclusion curves in the
ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane for tan β ¼ 1.5 (white) and tan β ¼ 30 (black),

using both the ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ signal regions. The
color map shows the expected number of ATLAS_onZ signal
events for the tan β ¼ 1.5 scenario. The two ATLAS benchmark
points are indicated with white diamond markers. The region
below each curve is excluded by the combination. ATLAS_onZ
signal events are constrained to be below 13(12) at the 95% CL
for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ.
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Results for ATLAS on-Z excess

• Signal in conflict with CMS on-Z

V. RESULTS

We show the 95% CL allowed region for the 3σ
ATLAS_onZ excess in Fig. 3 for tan β ¼ 1.5; 30 as the
lighter band. The 95% CLs excluded regions from the other
searches are overlaid, and for reference the two ATLAS
benchmark points at ðm~g; m~χ0

1
Þ ¼ ð700; 200Þ GeV and

(900,600) GeV, tan β ¼ 1.5, are indicated with white
diamond markers. It is clear from the figure that all points
explaining the ATLAS_onZ excess for either value of tan β
fall afoul of at least one of the other searches. Indeed,
CMS_onZ alone is already incompatible with the excess at
the 95% CLs level except for two small regions. One
region, around m~χ0

1
≈ 950 GeV, m~g ≈ 980 GeV which is

anyway well excluded by the ATLAS_jMET searches. The

other region, including the point m~χ0
1
¼ 190 GeV, m~g ¼

930 GeV is excluded by CMS_multilepton. When tan β is
changed, the exclusion contours move somewhat in gluino
and lightest neutralino mass, but the qualitative conclusions
remain unchanged.
Given the tension between the other searches and the

ATLAS_onZ excess, we now combine the CMS_onZ
exclusion with various other searches to see what the
combined data set predicts for the number of signal events
in the excess. The 95% CLs bound in the ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane

resulting from combining ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ is
shown in Fig. 4. Here the white contour depicts the limit
obtained for tan β ¼ 1.5, while the black contour is for
tan β ¼ 30. Also shown are the bounds given a 20%
systematic uncertainty on the cross section. The color
map shows the predicted number of signal events for the
ATLAS_onZ analysis in the scenario with tan β ¼ 1.5.
Since the squarks are decoupled from gluino production
here, the production cross section for the model is lower
than the original ATLAS scenario. Still, both ATLAS
benchmark points are excluded at the 95% confidence
level from the combination of ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ
alone. On the other hand, there are still some points left
allowed at the 95% CL that predict an ATLAS_onZ signal
rate of up to 13(12) for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ. These are within
the 95% CL signal rate region of 7.1–31.8 and so are still
compatible with the ATLAS_onZ signal at the 95% CL.
If we add on the contributions from ATLAS_stop_L100

and CMS_multilepton the resulting 95% CLs bound is

FIG. 3 (color online). The band in the ðm~χ0
1
; m~gÞ-plane preferred

by ATLAS_onZ at 95% CL (lighter region), compared to the
colored 95% CLs exclusion contours from CMS_onZ, ATLAS_-
stop_L100, CMS_multilepton and ATLAS_jMET for tan β ¼ 1.5
(top), tan β ¼ 30 (bottom). The ATLAS_stop_L100 exclusion
region boundary is shown as a dashed line. Two ATLAS
benchmark points are indicated with white diamond markers.

FIG. 4 (color online). The 95% CLs exclusion curves in the
ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane for tan β ¼ 1.5 (white) and tan β ¼ 30 (black),

using both the ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ signal regions. The
color map shows the expected number of ATLAS_onZ signal
events for the tan β ¼ 1.5 scenario. The two ATLAS benchmark
points are indicated with white diamond markers. The region
below each curve is excluded by the combination. ATLAS_onZ
signal events are constrained to be below 13(12) at the 95% CL
for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ.
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Results for ATLAS on-Z excess

• Signal in conflict with CMS on-Z

• Δm > mtop: extra leptons from tops

V. RESULTS

We show the 95% CL allowed region for the 3σ
ATLAS_onZ excess in Fig. 3 for tan β ¼ 1.5; 30 as the
lighter band. The 95% CLs excluded regions from the other
searches are overlaid, and for reference the two ATLAS
benchmark points at ðm~g; m~χ0

1
Þ ¼ ð700; 200Þ GeV and

(900,600) GeV, tan β ¼ 1.5, are indicated with white
diamond markers. It is clear from the figure that all points
explaining the ATLAS_onZ excess for either value of tan β
fall afoul of at least one of the other searches. Indeed,
CMS_onZ alone is already incompatible with the excess at
the 95% CLs level except for two small regions. One
region, around m~χ0

1
≈ 950 GeV, m~g ≈ 980 GeV which is

anyway well excluded by the ATLAS_jMET searches. The

other region, including the point m~χ0
1
¼ 190 GeV, m~g ¼

930 GeV is excluded by CMS_multilepton. When tan β is
changed, the exclusion contours move somewhat in gluino
and lightest neutralino mass, but the qualitative conclusions
remain unchanged.
Given the tension between the other searches and the

ATLAS_onZ excess, we now combine the CMS_onZ
exclusion with various other searches to see what the
combined data set predicts for the number of signal events
in the excess. The 95% CLs bound in the ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane

resulting from combining ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ is
shown in Fig. 4. Here the white contour depicts the limit
obtained for tan β ¼ 1.5, while the black contour is for
tan β ¼ 30. Also shown are the bounds given a 20%
systematic uncertainty on the cross section. The color
map shows the predicted number of signal events for the
ATLAS_onZ analysis in the scenario with tan β ¼ 1.5.
Since the squarks are decoupled from gluino production
here, the production cross section for the model is lower
than the original ATLAS scenario. Still, both ATLAS
benchmark points are excluded at the 95% confidence
level from the combination of ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ
alone. On the other hand, there are still some points left
allowed at the 95% CL that predict an ATLAS_onZ signal
rate of up to 13(12) for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ. These are within
the 95% CL signal rate region of 7.1–31.8 and so are still
compatible with the ATLAS_onZ signal at the 95% CL.
If we add on the contributions from ATLAS_stop_L100

and CMS_multilepton the resulting 95% CLs bound is

FIG. 3 (color online). The band in the ðm~χ0
1
; m~gÞ-plane preferred

by ATLAS_onZ at 95% CL (lighter region), compared to the
colored 95% CLs exclusion contours from CMS_onZ, ATLAS_-
stop_L100, CMS_multilepton and ATLAS_jMET for tan β ¼ 1.5
(top), tan β ¼ 30 (bottom). The ATLAS_stop_L100 exclusion
region boundary is shown as a dashed line. Two ATLAS
benchmark points are indicated with white diamond markers.

FIG. 4 (color online). The 95% CLs exclusion curves in the
ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane for tan β ¼ 1.5 (white) and tan β ¼ 30 (black),

using both the ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ signal regions. The
color map shows the expected number of ATLAS_onZ signal
events for the tan β ¼ 1.5 scenario. The two ATLAS benchmark
points are indicated with white diamond markers. The region
below each curve is excluded by the combination. ATLAS_onZ
signal events are constrained to be below 13(12) at the 95% CL
for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ.
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Results for ATLAS on-Z excess

• Signal in conflict with CMS on-Z

• Δm > mtop: extra leptons from tops

• Δm < mtop: often 0 leptons

V. RESULTS

We show the 95% CL allowed region for the 3σ
ATLAS_onZ excess in Fig. 3 for tan β ¼ 1.5; 30 as the
lighter band. The 95% CLs excluded regions from the other
searches are overlaid, and for reference the two ATLAS
benchmark points at ðm~g; m~χ0

1
Þ ¼ ð700; 200Þ GeV and

(900,600) GeV, tan β ¼ 1.5, are indicated with white
diamond markers. It is clear from the figure that all points
explaining the ATLAS_onZ excess for either value of tan β
fall afoul of at least one of the other searches. Indeed,
CMS_onZ alone is already incompatible with the excess at
the 95% CLs level except for two small regions. One
region, around m~χ0

1
≈ 950 GeV, m~g ≈ 980 GeV which is

anyway well excluded by the ATLAS_jMET searches. The

other region, including the point m~χ0
1
¼ 190 GeV, m~g ¼

930 GeV is excluded by CMS_multilepton. When tan β is
changed, the exclusion contours move somewhat in gluino
and lightest neutralino mass, but the qualitative conclusions
remain unchanged.
Given the tension between the other searches and the

ATLAS_onZ excess, we now combine the CMS_onZ
exclusion with various other searches to see what the
combined data set predicts for the number of signal events
in the excess. The 95% CLs bound in the ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane

resulting from combining ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ is
shown in Fig. 4. Here the white contour depicts the limit
obtained for tan β ¼ 1.5, while the black contour is for
tan β ¼ 30. Also shown are the bounds given a 20%
systematic uncertainty on the cross section. The color
map shows the predicted number of signal events for the
ATLAS_onZ analysis in the scenario with tan β ¼ 1.5.
Since the squarks are decoupled from gluino production
here, the production cross section for the model is lower
than the original ATLAS scenario. Still, both ATLAS
benchmark points are excluded at the 95% confidence
level from the combination of ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ
alone. On the other hand, there are still some points left
allowed at the 95% CL that predict an ATLAS_onZ signal
rate of up to 13(12) for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ. These are within
the 95% CL signal rate region of 7.1–31.8 and so are still
compatible with the ATLAS_onZ signal at the 95% CL.
If we add on the contributions from ATLAS_stop_L100

and CMS_multilepton the resulting 95% CLs bound is

FIG. 3 (color online). The band in the ðm~χ0
1
; m~gÞ-plane preferred

by ATLAS_onZ at 95% CL (lighter region), compared to the
colored 95% CLs exclusion contours from CMS_onZ, ATLAS_-
stop_L100, CMS_multilepton and ATLAS_jMET for tan β ¼ 1.5
(top), tan β ¼ 30 (bottom). The ATLAS_stop_L100 exclusion
region boundary is shown as a dashed line. Two ATLAS
benchmark points are indicated with white diamond markers.

FIG. 4 (color online). The 95% CLs exclusion curves in the
ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane for tan β ¼ 1.5 (white) and tan β ¼ 30 (black),

using both the ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ signal regions. The
color map shows the expected number of ATLAS_onZ signal
events for the tan β ¼ 1.5 scenario. The two ATLAS benchmark
points are indicated with white diamond markers. The region
below each curve is excluded by the combination. ATLAS_onZ
signal events are constrained to be below 13(12) at the 95% CL
for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ.
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Results for ATLAS on-Z excess

• Signal in conflict with CMS on-Z

• Δm > mtop: extra leptons from tops

• Δm < mtop: often 0 leptons

• Similar results for tan β = 30

V. RESULTS

We show the 95% CL allowed region for the 3σ
ATLAS_onZ excess in Fig. 3 for tan β ¼ 1.5; 30 as the
lighter band. The 95% CLs excluded regions from the other
searches are overlaid, and for reference the two ATLAS
benchmark points at ðm~g; m~χ0

1
Þ ¼ ð700; 200Þ GeV and

(900,600) GeV, tan β ¼ 1.5, are indicated with white
diamond markers. It is clear from the figure that all points
explaining the ATLAS_onZ excess for either value of tan β
fall afoul of at least one of the other searches. Indeed,
CMS_onZ alone is already incompatible with the excess at
the 95% CLs level except for two small regions. One
region, around m~χ0

1
≈ 950 GeV, m~g ≈ 980 GeV which is

anyway well excluded by the ATLAS_jMET searches. The

other region, including the point m~χ0
1
¼ 190 GeV, m~g ¼

930 GeV is excluded by CMS_multilepton. When tan β is
changed, the exclusion contours move somewhat in gluino
and lightest neutralino mass, but the qualitative conclusions
remain unchanged.
Given the tension between the other searches and the

ATLAS_onZ excess, we now combine the CMS_onZ
exclusion with various other searches to see what the
combined data set predicts for the number of signal events
in the excess. The 95% CLs bound in the ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane

resulting from combining ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ is
shown in Fig. 4. Here the white contour depicts the limit
obtained for tan β ¼ 1.5, while the black contour is for
tan β ¼ 30. Also shown are the bounds given a 20%
systematic uncertainty on the cross section. The color
map shows the predicted number of signal events for the
ATLAS_onZ analysis in the scenario with tan β ¼ 1.5.
Since the squarks are decoupled from gluino production
here, the production cross section for the model is lower
than the original ATLAS scenario. Still, both ATLAS
benchmark points are excluded at the 95% confidence
level from the combination of ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ
alone. On the other hand, there are still some points left
allowed at the 95% CL that predict an ATLAS_onZ signal
rate of up to 13(12) for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ. These are within
the 95% CL signal rate region of 7.1–31.8 and so are still
compatible with the ATLAS_onZ signal at the 95% CL.
If we add on the contributions from ATLAS_stop_L100

and CMS_multilepton the resulting 95% CLs bound is

FIG. 3 (color online). The band in the ðm~χ0
1
; m~gÞ-plane preferred

by ATLAS_onZ at 95% CL (lighter region), compared to the
colored 95% CLs exclusion contours from CMS_onZ, ATLAS_-
stop_L100, CMS_multilepton and ATLAS_jMET for tan β ¼ 1.5
(top), tan β ¼ 30 (bottom). The ATLAS_stop_L100 exclusion
region boundary is shown as a dashed line. Two ATLAS
benchmark points are indicated with white diamond markers.

FIG. 4 (color online). The 95% CLs exclusion curves in the
ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane for tan β ¼ 1.5 (white) and tan β ¼ 30 (black),

using both the ATLAS_onZ and CMS_onZ signal regions. The
color map shows the expected number of ATLAS_onZ signal
events for the tan β ¼ 1.5 scenario. The two ATLAS benchmark
points are indicated with white diamond markers. The region
below each curve is excluded by the combination. ATLAS_onZ
signal events are constrained to be below 13(12) at the 95% CL
for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ.
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Results for ATLAS on-Z excess

• Signal in conflict with CMS on-Z

• Δm > mtop: extra leptons from tops

• Δm < mtop: often 0 leptons

• Similar results for tan β = 30

• Combined limit from all searches, 
tan β = 1.5 (white) and 30 (black)

shown in Fig. 5. As expected, the exclusion limits are
improved in the regions of large gluino-neutralino mass
difference, where the production of additional leptons
through top quarks is significant. The slight dip in the
contour at ðm~g; m~χ0

1
Þ ∼ ð1000; 500Þ GeV is where the

domains of the CMS_multilepton and CMS_onZ analyses
meet. In the region of small gluino-neutralino mass differ-
ence the limit remains approximately unchanged, and the
combined allowed region predicts up to 13(11) ATLAS_
onZ signal events for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ, still consistent with
the 7.1–31.8 95% CL constraint.
The final exclusion limit, obtained after including also

ATLAS_jMET_3j, is shown in Fig. 6. Due to the lepton
veto in this analysis, the exclusion limit is mainly strength-
ened in the region with gluino-neutralino mass differences
less than 400 GeV, where the main source of leptons is
through the small leptonic branching ratio of the Zs. With
tan β ¼ 30 this effect is further enhanced by the reduced
branching ratio into Zs. We note that gluino masses below
1 TeV are fully excluded for both values of tan β, and the
remaining allowed parameter space has a maximum of 6
expected signal events for ATLAS_onZ, which is far from
explaining the observed excess.
The observed excess in ATLAS_onZ was also recently

interpreted within a GGM framework in [6], where two
new benchmark points are presented. The main difference
with respect to the ATLAS scenario is heavier squarks, and
that the lightest neutralino is a wino-bino mixture. The first
point, referred to as GGM1, has m~g ¼ 1088 GeV, m~χ0

1
¼

428 GeV and squark masses around 2800 GeV. The second

point, GGM2, has a higher production cross section due to
lighter gluinos and squarks, at 911 GeV and ∼2400 GeV,
respectively. Combining the collider constraints considered
here we find that GGM2 is excluded at the 95% confidence
level, while GGM1 escapes exclusion. However, it should
be noted that GGM1 predicts only ∼3 signal events for
ATLAS_onZ.5

One may ask, can one tweak the simplified model in
order to squeeze around the constraints? In our analysis, we
have set the simplified model up in order to maximize the
ATLAS_onZ region compared to the other constraining
searches. If tan β is increased further, the ATLAS_onZ
signal decreases for the same gluino/lightest neutralino
masses. Thus, these would have to be lowered in order to
get a signal to fit, and such lighter sparticles would suffer
more from the other searches. If we were to make squarks
lighter, although the ATLAS_onZ signal would increase
for the same gluino/lightest neutralino masses, the
ATLAS_jMET constraints would become much stronger.
In any case, CMS_onZ is in tension with nearly all of the
ATLAS_onZ parameter space, and this is unlikely to
change. The CMS_multilepton constraint is mainly due
to events with one leptonically decaying Z-boson plus
additional leptons from decaying top quarks, predicted by
the signal model due to the Higgsino nature of the
neutralino. If the model is manipulated to reduce the

FIG. 5 (color online). The 95% CLs exclusion curves in the
ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane from combining ATLAS_onZ, CMS_onZ,

ATLAS_stop_L100 and CMS_multilepton. The color map shows
the expected number of ATLAS_onZ signal events for the
tan β ¼ 1.5 scenario. The two ATLAS benchmark points are
indicated with white diamond markers. The region below each
curve is excluded by the combination. ATLAS_onZ signal events
are constrained to be below 13(11) at the 95% CL for
tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ.

FIG. 6 (color online). The 95% CLs exclusion curves in the
ðm~χ0

1
; m~gÞ-plane from combining all collider searches detailed in

the text. The color map shows the expected number of ATLAS_
onZ signal events for the tan β ¼ 1.5 scenario. The two ATLAS
benchmark points are indicated with white diamond markers. The
region below each curve is excluded by the combination.
ATLAS_onZ signal events are constrained to be below 6(5) at
the 95% CL for tan β ¼ 1.5ð30Þ.

5We note that this is in slight disagreement with the simulation
in [6], which finds 6$ 1 predicted signal events for GGM1.
However, this discrepancy does not change the conclusion.
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Results for ATLAS on-Z excess - summary

• Simple GGM interpretation of on-Z excess excluded 

• However, many ways of producing Z-bosons. 
Other interpretations possible!

• Other work (SUSY only, apologies if I forgot your analysis...)
• Collins, Dror Farina, (1508.02419)
• Cao et al., (1504.07869, 1507.08471)
• Liew et al., (1506.08803)
• Lu, Shirai, Terada, (1506.07161)
• Cahill-Rowley et al., (1506.05799)
• Kobakhidze et al., (1504.04390)
• Ellwanger (1504.02244)
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• Kobakhidze et al., (1504.04390)
• Ellwanger (1504.02244)

Thank you!
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Interpreting a CMS excess in lljjþmissing-transverse-momentum with the
golden cascade of the minimal supersymmetric standard model
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The CMS experiment recently reported an excess consistent with an invariant mass edge in opposite-sign
same flavor leptons, when produced in conjunction with at least two jets and missing transverse
momentum. We provide an interpretation of the edge in terms of (anti)squark pair production followed by
the “golden cascade” decay for one of the squarks: ~q → ~χ02q → ~llq → ~χ01qll in the minimal supersymmetric
standard model. A simplified model involving binos, winos, an on-shell slepton, and the first two
generations of squarks fits the event rate and the invariant mass edge. We check consistency with a recent
ATLAS search in a similar region, finding that much of the good-fit parameter space is still allowed at the
95% confidence level (C.L.). However, a combination of other LHC searches, notably two-lepton stop pair
searches and jets plus pT , rule out all of the remaining parameter space at the 95% C.L.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.91.115022 PACS numbers: 12.60.Jv, 13.15.+g, 13.85.Rm, 14.80.Ly

I. INTRODUCTION

A recent CMS search for beyond the Standard Model
physics in a channel with at least two leptons, at least two
jets, and missing transverse momentum (pT), reports a 2.6σ
excess [1] for 19.4 fb−1 of integrated luminosity at a center-
of-mass energy of 8 TeV.1 The signal consists of two
isolated opposite-sign same flavor (OSSF) leptons l (e or
μ). eμ opposite-sign opposite-flavor (OSOF) leptons are
used to measure the backgrounds accurately. These are
dominated by tt̄ production, which gives equal rates for the
same-flavor and opposite-flavor channels. Drell-Yan pro-
duction of γ"=Z0 bosons is a secondary irreducible back-
ground, yielding same-flavor events and is estimated by a
control region in the event kinematics which does not
overlap with the signal region. The ATLAS experiment has
looked in a similar signal region as CMS [3], and seen no
excess, and so the two experimental results appear at first
sight to be in tension with one another.
The CMS excess over the Standard Model expectation is

depicted in Fig. 1 and shows an interesting kinematical
feature: the invariant mass of the lepton pair mll is
consistent with a right triangular shaped kinematic edge
at mll ¼ 78.7$ 1.4 GeV [1]. Features such as edges are
less likely to come from mismodeling the detector response
to backgrounds than smoother shapes, and so they are
particularly welcome as indicators of a signal. This tri-
angular edge is a classic signal of the production of
supersymmetric (SUSY) particles which undergo two-body
cascade decays through successively lighter on-shell SUSY
particles, for example, the chain ~χ02 → ~l−lþ → ~χ01l

−lþ.

The jets in the signal events could either be the result of
initial state radiation, or of the ~χ02 being produced itself by
the decay of a squark ~q → ~χ02q. This golden chain, starting
from the squark, see Fig. 2, has been intensely studied for
the possibilities it brings for determining the parameters of
the sparticles involved, such as mass and spin. For a review
see [4].
The minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM)

predicts that the LHC produces pairs of SUSY particles,
e.g., squarks and neutralinos, each with various possible
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FIG. 1 (color online). Invariant mass distribution of OSSF
leptons in the CMS selection after cuts. The expected Standard
Model background is shown (green), which is calculated from
data by using OSOF events, as well as the observed data, and an
example signal point (red) in the parameter space investigated
here involving the golden cascade: m ~q ¼ 900 GeV, m~χ0

2
¼

312 GeV, m~lR
¼ 200 GeV, m~χ0

1
¼ 216 GeV. Error bars on the

observed number of events show the expected statistical standard
deviation.

1After the initial completion of this paper the CMS experiment
published a more complete account of the results of that search
in [2].
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bino soft-mass M1,
4 and a common first and second

generation squark mass (both left- and right-handed) m ~q.
The mass of the SUSY partner of the left-handed leptonm~lL
is fixed to be 2m~lR

. Setting m~lL
< m~χ0

2
would introduce the

~lL into the decay chain, as well as light sneutrinos that steal
branching ratio from the golden cascade, and thus lower the
signal rate.
Except the gluino mass, which is set to 1.6 TeV, all other

soft masses are decoupled at5 3500 GeV, and the trilinear
soft SUSY breaking scalar couplings are set to zero.
Decoupling the gluino mass makes it easier for the scenario
to pass constraints from searches in the jets plus pT
channel; however, an alternative interpretation could poten-
tially be found by decoupling the squarks instead. We also
set tan β ¼ 10. Although this is a parameter in the neu-
tralino mass matrix we have checked that changing tan β
has a negligible effect on our CMS fit. We show an example
spectrum, along with prominent decays, in Fig. 4.
We calculate the resulting sparticle spectrum using

SOFTSUSY 3.5.1 [13] and the sparticle branching ratios
with SUSYHIT 1.4 [14]. Spectrum and decay information is
communicated via the SUSY Les Houches Accord [12].
For given values of m~lR

and M2, M1 is calculated to
solve Eq. (1).
We calculate the production cross section of squarks and

antisquarks to next-to-leading order for these parameter

points using a fit to results from PROSPINO [15]. Figure 5
shows the prediction for the production cross section of
(anti)squarks at an 8 TeV LHC. We have fitted a function
such that

log10σ=fb ¼ a2x2 þ a1xþ a0; ð2Þ

where x ¼ m ~qðMSUSYÞ=ð1 TeVÞ is proportional to the
squark mass input parameter. The squark mass input
depends upon the modified DR mass renormalization scale,
which we have set equal to the geometric mean of the two
stop masses (MSUSY). Our fit yields a2 ¼ 1.12855,
a1 ¼ −5.22317, and a0 ¼ 5.43447. The production cross
section varies rapidly with squark mass: in the mass region
checked, a factor of 3 in squark mass results in 3 orders of
magnitude reduction in the (anti)squark production cross
section.
We then generate 40 000 SUSY Monte Carlo events per

parameter point using PYTHIA 8.186 [16,17]. These events
are propagated through our implementation of the CMS
analysis. Figure 5 shows that the efficiency of the cuts of
the CMS lljjpT signal region (see below) varies much
more slowly with squark mass input parameter than the
cross section. This suggests a strategy for finding the
correct squark mass to yield a desired signal yield: we
first calculate the number of expected events in the CMS
signal region for an initial input squark mass parameter (we
take 1000 GeV). Then we calculate σ needed for our
desired signal yield, assuming that the efficiency does not
change. We solve Eq. (2) for x, set the squark mass input
parameter to x × 1 TeV, then calculate the cut efficiency
from the sample of simulated signal events. This process is
iterated until the squark mass converges, allowing us to
efficiently find points in the three-dimensional m~lR

,

FIG. 4 (color online). Example signal point that fits the edge
inference: m ~q ¼ 900 GeV, m~χ0

2
¼ 312 GeV, m~lR

¼ 200 GeV,
m~χ0

1
¼ 216 GeV. Prominent decays with branching ratios higher

than 10% are shown as arrows.
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FIG. 5 (color online). Fit to (anti)squark production cross
section at an 8 TeV LHC. The logarithm of the PROSPINO cross
section prediction is shown by the solid line. Our quadratic fit to
this is shown by the dashed line. The CMS lljjpT search region
cut efficiencies for two parameter space points are shown by the
points with errorbars, where the errorbars are purely from
Monte Carlo statistics.

4We consider both hierarchies: M2 > M1 (bino dominated
LSP) and M2 < M1 (wino dominated LSP). Higgsinos only
couple extremely weakly to selectrons or smuons and so would
result in rates that were far too small if they were involved in the
chain.

5Instead of fixing the Lagrangian parameters for the soft SUSY
breaking Higgs mass parameters, we calculate them by minimiz-
ing the MSSM Higgs potential after fixing MA and the μ
parameter to 3500 GeV [12].
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Figure 4: Fit results for the signal-plus-background hypothesis in comparison with the mea-
sured dilepton mass distributions, in the central (top) and forward (bottom) regions, projected
on the same-flavor (left) and opposite-flavor (right) event samples. The combined fit shape
is shown as a blue, solid line. The individual fit components are indicated by dashed lines.
The flavor-symmetric (FS) background is displayed with a black dashed line. The Drell–Yan
(DY) background is displayed with a red dashed line. The extracted signal component is
displayed with a green dashed line. The lower plots show the pull distributions, defined as
(Ndata − Nfit)/σdata.

More detail on CMS edge search

12 7 Results

a profile likelihood asymptotic approximation [34]. The local significance of the excess in the
central low-mass region, where the largest deviation is found, is 2.6 standard deviations. Note
that the signal regions were defined before the data sample was examined, and that the low-
mass region (20 < m!! < 70 GeV) does not include events between 70 GeV and the best-fit value
for the location of the edge (m!! = 78.7 GeV). The flavor of the !+!− pair was studied in the
counting experiment. Within the statistical uncertainty and accounting for differences in the
reconstruction efficiencies, the electron and the muon channels are found to contribute evenly
to the excess. Further studies of the excess in the low-mass region do not yield evidence for a
neglected systematic term. The excess is observed predominantly in events with at least one
identified bottom quark jet (b jet) and diminishes if a veto on the presence of a b jet is applied.
To identify b jets, we use the CSV algorithm at the medium working point [35].

Figure 6 presents a comparison of the data and the SM simulation in the central region. Expecta-
tions for the fixed-edge bottom-squark pair-production scenario of Fig. 1 (left), with mass com-
binations (m!b,m!χ0

2
) = (225, 150) GeV, (350, 275) GeV, and (400, 150) GeV for the bottom squark

and !χ0
2 , are also shown. The first scenario presents the illustration of a model that can easily

be excluded, while the other two present examples of models that are consistent with our data.
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Figure 5: Comparison between the observed and estimated SM background dilepton mass
distributions in the (left) central and (right) forward regions, where the SM backgrounds are
evaluated from control samples (see text) rather than from a fit. The rightmost bins contain
the overflow. The vertical dashed lines denote the boundaries of the low-mass, on-Z, and high-
mass regions. The lower plots show the ratio of the data to the predicted background. The error
bars for both the main and lower plots include both statistical and systematic uncertainties.

The results from the dedicated on-Z counting experiment mentioned in Section 4 are presented
in Tables 4 and 5 for events with Njets ≥ 2 and Njets ≥ 3, respectively. The corresponding Emiss

T
distributions are shown in Fig. 7. The data are seen to agree with the SM predictions across the
full Emiss

T spectrum.
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Table 3: Results of the edge-search counting experiment for event yields in the signal regions.
The statistical and systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature, except for the flavor-
symmetric backgrounds. Low-mass refers to 20 < m!! < 70 GeV, on-Z to 81 < m!! < 101 GeV,
and high-mass to m!! > 120 GeV.

Low-mass On-Z High-mass

Central Forward Central Forward Central Forward

Observed 860 163 487 170 818 368

Flavor-symmetric 722 ± 27 ± 29 155 ± 13 ± 10 355 ± 19 ± 14 131 ± 12 ± 8 768 ± 28 ± 31 430 ± 22 ± 27

Drell–Yan 8.2 ± 2.6 2.5 ± 1.0 116 ± 21 42 ± 9 2.5 ± 0.8 1.1 ± 0.4

Total estimated 730 ± 40 158 ± 16 471 ± 32 173 ± 17 771 ± 42 431 ± 35

Observed−estimated 130+48
−49 5+20

−20 16+37
−38 −3+20

−21 47+49
−50 −62+37

−39

Significance 2.6 σ 0.3 σ 0.4 σ <0.1 σ 0.9 σ <0.1 σ
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Figure 6: Data compared with SM simulation for the SF (left) and OF (right) event samples in
the central region. Example signal scenarios based on the pair production of bottom squarks
are shown (see text). In the ratio panel below each plot, the error bars on the points show the
statistical uncertainties of the data and MC samples, while the shaded band indicates the MC
systematic uncertainty.
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Figure 6: The dilepton mass (top) and Emiss
T (bottom) distributions for the electron (left) and muon (right) channel

in the on-Z SRs after having applied the requirement ∆φ(jet1,2, E
miss
T ) > 0.4. All uncertainties are included in the

hatched uncertainty band. Two example GGM (tan β = 1.5) signal models are overlaid. For the Emiss
T distributions,

the last bin contains the overflow. The backgrounds due to WZ, ZZ or rare top processes, as well as from fake
leptons, are included under “Other Backgrounds”. The negligible contribution from Z+jets is omitted from these
distributions.
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More detail on ATLAS on-Z search
over multiple m!! ranges for these two SRs. The dilepton mass windows considered for the SR-2j-bveto
and SR-4j-bveto regions are presented in Sect. 9. For the combined ee + µµ channels, the typical signal
acceptance times efficiency values for the squark-pair (gluino-pair) model in the SR-2j-bveto (SR-4j-
bveto) region are 0.1–10 % (0.1–8 %) over the full dilepton mass range.

The on-Z and off-Z searches are optimised for different signal models and as such are defined with ortho-
gonal SRs. Given the different signatures probed, there are cases where the CR of one search may overlap
with the SR of the other. Data events that fall in the off-Z SRs can comprise up to 60 % of the top CR
for the on-Z analysis (CRT, defined in Table 2). Data events in SR-Z comprise up to 36 % of the events
in the CRs with 80 < m!! < 110 GeV that are used to normalise the Z + jets background in the off-Z
analysis, but the potential impact on the background prediction is small because the Z + jets contribution
is a small fraction of the total background. For the following analysis, each search assumes only signal
contamination from the specific signal model they are probing.

On-Z Emiss
T

HT njets m!! SF/DF Emiss
T

sig. fST ∆φ(jet12, Emiss
T

)
Region [GeV] [GeV] [GeV] [

√
GeV]

Signal regions

SR-Z > 225 > 600 ≥ 2 81 < m!! < 101 SF - - > 0.4

Control regions

Seed region - > 600 ≥ 2 81 < m!! < 101 SF < 0.9 < 0.6 -
CReµ > 225 > 600 ≥ 2 81 < m!! < 101 DF - - > 0.4
CRT > 225 > 600 ≥ 2 m!! ! [81, 101] SF - - > 0.4

Validation regions

VRZ < 150 > 600 ≥ 2 81 < m!! < 101 SF - - -
VRT 150–225 > 500 ≥ 2 m!! ! [81, 101] SF - - > 0.4
VRTZ 150–225 > 500 ≥ 2 81 < m!! < 101 SF - - > 0.4

Table 2: Overview of all signal, control and validation regions used in the on-Z search. More details are given in the
text. The Emiss

T significance and the soft-term fraction fST needed in the seed regions for the jet smearing method
are defined in Sect. 6.1. The flavour combination of the dilepton pair is denoted as either “SF” for same-flavour or
“DF” for different flavour.

6. Background estimation

The dominant background processes in the signal regions, and those that are expected to be most difficult
to model using MC simulation, are estimated using data-driven techniques. With SRs defined at large
Emiss

T , any contribution from Z/γ∗ + jets will be a consequence of artificially high Emiss
T in the event due

to, for example, jet mismeasurements. This background must be carefully estimated, particularly in the
on-Z search, since the peaking Z/γ∗ + jets background can mimic the signal. This background is expected
to constitute, in general, less than 10 % of the total background in the off-Z SRs and have a negligible
contribution to SR-Z.
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8. Results

For the on-Z search, the resulting background estimates in the signal regions, along with the observed
event yields, are displayed in Table 7. The dominant backgrounds are those due to flavour-symmetric
and WZ and ZZ diboson processes. In the electron and muon channel combined, 10.6 ± 3.2 events are
expected and 29 are observed. For each of these regions, a local probability for the background estimate
to produce a fluctuation greater than or equal to the excess observed in the data is calculated using pseudo-
experiments. When expressed in terms of the number of standard deviations, this value is referred to as
the local significance, or simply the significance. These significances are quantified in the last column
of Table 11 and correspond to a 1.7σ deviation in the muon channel and a 3.0σ deviation in the electron
channel, with the combined significance, calculated from the sum of the background predictions and
observed yields in the muon and electron channels, being 3.0σ. The uncertainties on the background
predictions in the ee and µµ channels are correlated as they are dominated by the statistical uncertainty
of the eµ data sample that is used to derive the flavour-symmetric background in both channels. Since
this sample is common to both channels, the relative statistical error on the flavour-symmetric background
estimation does not decrease when combining the ee and µµ channels. No excess was reported in the
CMS analysis of the Z + jets + Emiss

T final state based on
√

s = 8 TeV data [24]; however, the kinematic
requirements used in that search differ from those used in this paper.

Channel SR-Z ee SR-Z µµ SR-Z same-flavour
combined

Observed events 16 13 29

Expected background events 4.2 ± 1.6 6.4 ± 2.2 10.6 ± 3.2

Flavour-symmetric backgrounds 2.8 ± 1.4 3.3 ± 1.6 6.0 ± 2.6
Z/γ∗ + jets (jet-smearing) 0.05 ± 0.04 0.02+0.03

−0.02 0.07 ± 0.05
Rare top 0.18 ± 0.06 0.17 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.12
WZ/ZZ diboson 1.2 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 1.0
Fake leptons 0.1+0.7

−0.1 1.2+1.3
−1.2 1.3+1.7

−1.3

Table 7: Results in the on-Z SRs (SR-Z). The flavour symmetric, Z/γ∗ + jets and fake-lepton background compon-
ents are all derived using data-driven estimates described in the text. All other backgrounds are taken from MC
simulation. The displayed uncertainties include the statistical and systematic uncertainty components combined.

Dilepton invariant mass and Emiss
T distributions in the electron and muon on-Z SR are shown in Fig. 6,

with HT and jet multiplicity being shown in Fig. 7. For the SR selection a requirement is imposed to reject
events with ∆φ(jet1,2, E

miss
T ) < 0.4 to further suppress the background from Z/γ∗ + jets processes with

mismeasured jets.

In Fig. 8, the distribution of events in the on-Z SR as a function of ∆φ(jet1,2, E
miss
T ) (before this requirement

is applied) is shown. In these figures the shapes of the flavour-symmetric and Z/γ∗ + jets backgrounds are
derived using MC simulation and the normalisation is taken according to the data driven estimate.

For the off-Z search, the dilepton mass distributions in the five SRs are presented in Figs. 9 and 10,
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In order to explore a wider range of μ and M3

values without introducing such complications in the
phenomenology we adopt a simpler model with M1 ¼
M2 ¼ 1.5 TeV and sfermions completely decoupled at
m ~f ¼ 4.5 TeV, keeping in mind that lowering the squark
mass scale generally will lead to stronger bounds on the
model. The mass parameters are defined at a scale
of ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffim~t1m~t2

p ∼ 4.5 TeV.
The gravitino mass is given by the scale of SUSY

breaking, but must be very light for the NLSP to decay
promptly; we set it to be effectively zero for the collider
simulation. All results are presented for tan β ¼ 1.5 and
tan β ¼ 30. The choice of low tan β is made in order to
maximize the branching ratio ~χ01 → Z ~G, which is in
competition with ~χ01 → h ~G, and to a smaller extent
~χ01 → γ ~G. For low values of tan β, μ > 0 and a Higgsino
NLSP, this is approximately 100% [8–10]. Increasing tan β
will decrease the signal. The two values used thus explore
different parts of the parameter space.
The lightest Higgs mass is simply set to the experimen-

tally measured value of mh ¼ 125.09" 0.24 GeV [11] by
assuming extra operators in the Higgs sector, e.g. by using
dimension-5 operators as proposed in [12].
The relative squark masses (and to a smaller extent the

value of M1 and M2) determine the branching ratio of the
gluino decay into the various quark flavors. Since the NLSP
is dominantly Higgsino there will necessarily be large
branching ratios into third generation quarks. When these
are kinematically forbidden, the loop induced decays
~g → g~χ01;2 become important. Due to the importance of
decays involving third generation quarks, tan β also affects
the gluino branching ratios. Further complicating matters is
the existence of multiple Higgsinos at roughly the same
mass (~χ01, ~χ

0
2 and ~χ"1 ).

2 In Fig. 2 we show the branching
ratios of the gluino calculated using SUSYHIT 1.4 [15], as

a function of Δm ¼ m~g −m~χ0
1
for tan β ¼ 1.5 (solid lines)

and tan β ¼ 30 (dashed lines). The gluino mass is fixed at
m~g ¼ 900 GeV and the other parameters are as given
above.
We see that at least one top quark will be produced per

event on average even down to Δm ∼ 350 GeV, where the
proximity of the ~g → tbχ"1 threshold becomes important.
For tan β ¼ 30 we get a sizeable contribution from the
decays ~g → bb̄~χ01;2, reducing somewhat the production of
top quarks at highΔm. We find that loweringM1 and/orM2

down to the gluino mass changes little: there is a slight
increase in the first and second generation quark decays
versus the gluino loop decay below the tbχ"1 threshold, but
no significant impact above Δm ∼ 350 GeV. This ensures
the presence of a significant number of events with addi-
tional leptons from leptonic top decays, which we will see
have an impact on the allowed parameter space of the
model. The decays to first and second generation quarks are
heavily suppressed.
The ATLAS analysis assumed equal branching fractions

of ~g → qq~χ01 for q ¼ u; d; c; s, ignoring the heavy quark
decays. This simplifying assumption has relatively little
impact on their analysis and the bounds set because of the
focus on leptons from the Z-boson. However, the structure
of GGM predicts generic sum rules on the sfermion soft
masses [3],

m2
Q − 2m2

U þm2
D −m2

L þm2
E ¼ 0 ð1Þ

2m2
Q −m2

U −m2
D − 2m2

L þm2
E ¼ 0; ð2Þ

FIG. 1 (color online). Hypothesized GGM decay mode con-
tributing to the ATLAS excess.

FIG. 2 (color online). Branching ratios for the gluino as a
function of the gluino-neutralino mass difference with
tan β ¼ 1.5 (solid lines) tan β ¼ 30 (dashed lines). The gluino
mass is fixed at m~g ¼ 900 GeV. Some lines are not visible
because they are at very low values of the gluino branching
ratio.

2We note that a co-NLSP scenario is unlikely for Higgsinos.
This would require relatively small but negative M1 values and
large M2, see [13,14].
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GGM sum rules


